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1.0 Introduction

While working on the Space Telecommunications Radio System (STRS) reference implementation, the author used techniques that he had not used since before PCs with virtual memory were invented. The application for STRS was to allow parts of the program to be loaded later as specified by the user. This document was written to describe some old-fashioned techniques for connecting software components including branch tables and indirect address tables.

This document explores the computer techniques used to execute software whose parts are compiled and linked separately. In such cases, there may be problems in using the external methods and data defined in each part from the other part. Linking the parts together may not be the best solution. This paper examines alternatives which may be better under certain circumstances. The computer techniques include creating a branch table or indirect address table and using those to connect the parts. Methods of storing the information in data structures are discussed as well as differences between C and C++.

2.0 Symbol Table and Compilation

To execute a program beginning with source files, the user must do compiling, linking, and loading. Compilers often do both compiling and linking, which also may be called building. Compiling is the process of transforming source files into relocatable object files. Linking is the process of assembling object files, including those in libraries, usually into an executable file. Loading is the process of copying the executable file to memory and starting execution.

When a C language source file is compiled into an object file, a function name or data name in C is transformed into a relocatable symbol often using the same name, possibly with an underscore added, as well as storing information about the function or data’s relative location and size. A method name in C++ is transformed differently because one can use the same name in different classes and/or with different calling sequences (signatures) for method overloading. For example, the method setBT(AClass*, struct ABranchTable*) in class BClass would have a relocatable symbol name containing information for all of the above, possibly something like: _6BClass__5setBT_p6AClass_p12ABranchTable_. For one DIAB compiler, the symbol name was _setBT_6BClassSFP12ABranchTable. This is known as name mangling. These symbol names are different for different compilers. The linker uses the symbol names to combine object files and adjust relative locations. The loader uses the symbol names to specify where to start execution, for error messages, and debugging.

The programmer normally can rely on the compiler for association of the source code names with their locations. However, when the programmer loads a separate part of the executable during execution, he/she may need to determine the exact name transformation and use it to associate the corresponding symbol name as loaded with its location in memory. In some systems, there are functions to aid the programmer in manipulating the symbol tables that use either the original name or the mangled name as its argument. Then the user can associate the original name with its location. In VxWorks, functions such as LoadModuleAt and symFindByName or symEach may be used. In Linux, functions such as dlopen, dlsl, and dlclose may be used. On systems using the GNU compilers, the GNU libttools may be used. In Windows MSDN, SymLoadModuleEx, GetProcAddress, and related functions may be used. If none of
these techniques is available, but the file is an ELF file, the user may need to parse the ELF file (see Section 6.0), perform the relocation, and create a symbol table.

### 3.0 Branch Table

A branch table (or jump table) is a sequence of unconditional branch (go to) commands used to redirect to the appropriate address a call to a method. Note that branch tables are implemented using an Assembly Language technique for calling C language functions (or their equivalent) indirectly. From the perspective of a caller loaded separately from the callee, this technique has the effect that the first line of each method is executed in the branch table and subsequent lines are executed in the original function location. From the perspective of the callee, only the lines in the original function location are executed. Thus, the method can be executed equivalently by calling (branch and link to) either the original function location or the location in the branch table. The branch table must be formed by the callee and shared with the caller. In the code structure for each object (caller versus callee) the function names are used differently. In the sequence of branches within the caller, the function names must be used as the names of the labels. Since the branch locations are defined within the callee, the caller must merely reserve space. For example, pseudo-code to reserve space:

```c
struct caller_reserves_space_for_branch_table
{
    ...
    Methodx_Start data
    ...
}
```

where “data” merely represents the need to reserve space. The sequence of branches within the callee must unconditionally branch to the named functions without changing the registers. For example, pseudo-code to define the branch commands:

```c
struct callee_defines_branch_table
{
    ...
    goto Methodx_Start
    ...
}
```

Note that here the function names are used as operands of the “goto” instructions. Note also that (once the sharing of the branch table is complete) the underlying assembly code is identical in the caller and the callee. Indeed, these sequences must be referenced at the same location (as described in Section 5.0 below).

When the caller calls Methodx_Start, the name defined in its table is found, the goto at that location is executed, which branches to the Methodx_Start in the callee. The registers are unchanged so that the arguments are passed properly, any return value is unchanged, and the next executable command in the caller will be processed after Methodx_Start has returned.

### 4.0 Indirect Address Table

An indirect address table (or dispatch table or virtual method table) is a sequence of memory locations used to redirect a call to the appropriate address. This is the method used in the STRS reference implementation. In C++, a sequence of addresses (i.e., pointers to functions) to be called is put into a structure and passed as an argument to the object that needs those addresses. Using the addresses in the structure requires that the call be modified to use the structure. If a pointer to the branch table structure is called brtb and the method name to call is Methodx_Start, then instead of calling Methodx_Start(), one
would call brtb->Methodx_Start(). If all the calling sequences are the same, an alternative is to use an array, for example, calling brtb[iStart][i].

One might define SPT12 as the type for the Methodx_Start method with a return type of “result_type” and two arguments:

```c
typedef result_type    (*SPT12)   (arg1_type , arg2_type );
```

The structure in the object that knows the names and locations of the methods might be:

```c
struct ABranchTable { ...
  SPT12    Methodx_Start;
  ...
};
```

An instance of the branch table structure is specified:

```c
struct ABranchTable brtb;
```

and the pointer to Methodx_Start stored into the structure:

```c
brtb->Methodx_Start = &Methodx_Start;
```

Then the structure containing all the pointers to the methods, brtb, is passed as an argument to the object that needs those methods. Then the object receiving brtb can execute the referenced methods by calling:

```c
brtb->Methodx_Start(arg1,arg2);
```

### 5.0 Resolving Symbol Location

If the loading process resolves the symbols of two objects or applications for calls in both directions, none of this analysis applies and the methods can be called normally as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1.—Symbols resolved in both directions.](image)
If the loading process resolves the symbols in one direction (from “First” to “Second”), a branch table, indirect address table, table of this pointers, or the equivalent can be passed from “First” to “Second” by adding (and calling) a method to “Second” to receive and store the table. This table contains information for calling the methods in the other direction (from “Second” to “First”). In the example shown in Figure 2, the method in “Second” used to receive the table is named setBT and subsequent calls from the “Second” object/application to the “First” object/application use the table(first) stored by setBT to call the methods indirectly.

If symbols are not resolved in either direction, at least one branch table, indirect address table, table of this pointers, or the equivalent must be loaded at a predefined location so that the table can be found and the appropriate addresses used. That table will resolve addresses in only one direction. To resolve the addresses in the other direction, either of the previously described methods may be used; i.e., adding a method to receive the other table or storing it in another predefined location (see Figure 3). Usually, the first predefined location is at the beginning of the first compiled, linked, and loaded part so it is always at the beginning of user memory.

In the STRS reference implementation, the loader resolved the symbols in only one direction such that the objects/applications loaded first could use the symbols for those objects/applications that are loaded later but not the reverse, i.e., the objects/applications loaded later could not use the symbols for the previously loaded objects/applications.
For C language functions or the equivalent C++ methods (using extern “C”) defined in the objects/applications loaded first, the table of functions loaded first is passed to the objects loaded second as a structure. As an example, let the method to pass the branch table be setBT in the class whose instance pointer is later. The actual call (from the object loaded first) contains the table of methods, brtb, for example: later->setBT(brtb). Then setBT receives the table of methods and stores it as brtb in the object loaded second so that it can call methods in the object loaded first, using the branch table, for example: (brtb->Methodx_Start)(arg1,arg2). Using Methodx_Start in the branch table as described above only works when the target methods do not require a this pointer.

However, calling a C++ language instance method does require using its this pointer. Note that for calls within the same class, the this pointer is used automatically. As an example of how to handle a C++ application, a method to pass a single this pointer, setThis, can be added to the class whose instance pointer is later. The object loaded first calls as: later->setThis(this). Then setThis receives the this pointer of the caller and stores it as that of the appropriate object type so that the object loaded later can call the object loaded first, using the this pointer of the object loaded first, for example:

that->Methodx_Start(arg1,arg2).

One problem arose when saving multiple this pointers to be used to call the same method in objects of different types. They could not be saved as a single object type unless these were in the same hierarchy (object-oriented inheritance relationship). One solution was to save multiple tables of this pointers, one for each possible object type. Another solution was to add stubs (i.e., methods that do nothing but satisfy the interface) until there is only a single object type for the this pointers. The stubs would be defined as virtual for all object types but not as pure virtual. (In object-oriented programming, a virtual method is a method whose behavior can be overridden within an inheriting class by a function with the same signature. A pure virtual method is a virtual method that is required to be implemented by a derived
class.) The latter was chosen for the STRS reference implementation as simpler with the consideration that it might help eliminate the need for the programmer to implement all the required methods. Also it can simplify the hierarchy as specified in the Motor Industry Software Reliability Association (MISRA) standards, which are often referenced by air and space product companies.

6.0 ELF Format Processing

In the unlikely case that commands are not available to load the executable and resolve symbol tables, the user may have to write them. Many executables are stored in ELF format including those produced by gcc. Here is some basic information about ELF files. The following was condensed from the Linux Journal at URL: http://www.linuxjournal.com/article/1060.

Note that you may be able to use readelf and objdump to read parts of an ELF file to verify the structure. The names shown below were specific to a particular Linux implementation. For other implementations, check the appropriate elf.h header file.

Each ELF file starts with an ELF header (e.g., struct elfhdr in /usr/include/linux/elf.h). The ELF header begins with the magic number in hex: 7f 454c46 where the second, third, and fourth bytes are “ELF” in ASCII. The ELF magic number is used to identify this as an ELF file. Following this are fields identifying the type, machine, version, and size of the header, etc.

Each ELF header contains a table that describes the sections within the file. This table contains the shnum field that indicates how many sections and the shoff field that indicates the byte offset at which the section header table starts. The shentsize field indicates the size in bytes of the entry for each section. Each section header is a struct ELF32_Shdr. The name field within this struct is just a number—this is not a pointer, but an offset into the .shstrtab section (find the index of the .shstrtab section from the file header in the shstrndx field). Thus we find the name of each section at the specified offset within the .shstrtab section.

When you run an ELF program, the kernel looks through the binary and loads it into the user's virtual memory. If the application is linked to a shared library, the application will also contain the name of the dynamic linker that should be used. The kernel then transfers control to the dynamic linker, not to the application. The dynamic loader is responsible for first initializing itself, loading the shared libraries into memory, resolving all remaining relocations, and then transferring control to the application.

The .interp section simply contains an ASCII string that is the name of the dynamic loader. In Linux, this will be /lib/elf/ld-linux.so.1 (the dynamic loader itself is also an ELF shared library).

The .hash section is just a hash table that is used so that we can quickly locate a given symbol in the .dynsym section, thereby avoiding a linear search of the symbol table. A given symbol can typically be located in one or two tries through the use of the hash table.

The .plt section contains the jump table that is used when we call functions in the shared library. By default the .plt entries are all initialized by the linker not to point to the correct target functions, but instead to point to the dynamic loader itself. Thus, the first time you call any given function, the dynamic loader looks up the function and fixes the target of the .plt so that the next time this .plt slot is used we call the correct function. After making this change, the dynamic loader calls the function itself.

The .dynamic section contains some shorthand notes used by the dynamic loader.

If the ELF is converted to a shared library, the dlopen() function can be used to dynamically load a shared library into the user's memory, and you are then able to call the dynamic loader to find symbols within this shared library—in other words, you can call functions that are defined in these modules. In addition, the dynamic loader is used to resolve any undefined symbols within the module itself.
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